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PAbE 1 Childen's quantitative noio

CHILDREN'S -QUANTITATIVE NPTION, OF , RATIONAL NO-11BER

This study Kas undertOen to oa_im insiohts into children's

understanding of ratIonal.numbers as quantities, that is, the

extent to which children associate a size with.4 fractiOn like.

2/3 or 4/6 which representi a positivo) rational number. The aim
r

was to identify levels of children.'s conceptions and miscontep-
,

tions about rational number.size that are observable across 'a '

variety of task situations.
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1 'ha issue.

anildrzen's quantitAPtive notion'

1. INTRODUCTLON

.4.
.,While schools put -; emphasis oh Children's acquisition of

- .

fraction aVgorithms, that is, bn-how tb.operate'pith fraCtiOn.s as

numbers', there is indication that a vast majority of chfldren
0

wcross grade levels have poor understandling of the numb er conceRt

of frctions (see an earliei discusiion in Behr 21 al, Note 2). A

good understandingOf fraction size, .however, seems important-bnot
,

only kn the context of fraction operatjons, but alto in a varie"ty

of contexts incruding*.the number ljne and ratio and proportion.

Insigts into children's clifficurties with a quantitative notion

of rational number thus would be relevant in a larger context

than' only _for comoutat,ion.

1.2 'ha appcoach,ial4n in ibis .s.tudx

The task of assessing cpildren's quantitative understanding

of . rational numbers appears,-to e difficult. This7 is true

because a guantitaiive notion evolves from, . and is relevant for,
a

numerous .and diverse situations. Clearly, .since.a <positive)

rational number can.be characterized as the property .ccamon to
,

all fraction's in an equivalence class, an assessment o7F

chrldren's notion of fra'ctiom a4ulua1ance would contribute to

into their quantitative conception of rational number..

Other situations relevant to the number conception would include

oaclea of' fractions (as repr4sentatives of positive rational

numbers), and e4i.m.allnn; for example, an estimate of the

location of a fractiOn on the number% 1 ineq or, an estimate oi the

outcome of.an op;:ration with fractions,

0

reguires thai a size is
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ass?ciated with a fraction.symbol.

Oversimplified, the underlying assumption in the present
. r1

0
study was the fbllOwing: Children who db not ihave a- well- .

0inlernal'i.zed, stable conception'of fractiOns as numbers.can be

expected to exhibit substantial difference7, im their performance.

arposs. A 52i ni _tasks ihal macx Ibk .conleaci in which _the number

tnncepi 4raciinn is' inunimen. That is, the observations made
.

,

aboUt the number concept for a particular individua) across tasks

wetildbe expected to be'inconsistemt. Qp the contrary, children

who'do have.a-wellLinternalized, stable concepti.on of fractions

as numbers can be expected to exhibit consistent success aCross

such tasks. 'The. approach taken to.obtain insights into what

cognitive strugtures are required for an individual to exhibit

'consistent success with different task situations, and what

components can be idefitified. as important precursors of such

cognittwe- strugtures,. was to look at subject performance on a

variation of tasks.

2: THE STOY

The present study was conducted by the Rational Number

Project during 1982-83 (8e:hr 1930). The.Ratfonal Number
0

P6oject is a Multi-Site e4.fort funded by NSF -from 1979 through

1983. One,focus of.the,project is to assess the development of

the number concept of 4raction in, children,

2.1 Subjacts

Subjects im this inves'tigation were -eight children in an

experimental group in DeKalb, Ill inois, that were chosen to
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.reflect the full range fi-om high through low ability and ,were .

contfhually observed throughout 30 weeks Of experimental instruc-,

'tion during their ,4th and 5th grade. In additioni a claSsroom

size group of 34 4-th/5-th,grade children took part in the same

-teaching experiment conducted simultaneously at the Minneapolis '

site. This class consisted of a more or less\homogeneous group

of middle ability childreei.

%
2.2 Iasi aclinn

/the 1 teaching experiment provided children with m'aniPulative-

9riented theory-based instruction (Behr, 4 al, 1980). At the

time of the assessments from which data wel.e taken for this study
.

.

the children had' aealt with the following manipulative aids:'

Colored fractional parts of circular, and rectangular models,

paper ,folding, centimeter rods, a discrete model using counting

chipS., and the nUmber line. Based on the multiple-embodiment
0

princ.i.ple (Dienes, 1971), instruction had included thearational

number constructs of part-whole, quotiebt, measure, and ratio.

Students had learned to translate between different ptysical

representations and between different Modes of representation.

They had associated fraction symbols and symbolic. rational-number

operations and relational sentences with embodiment displays. In .

441

some.lessons mear the assessments relekiant for the present stu dy,'

class iCtivity included that children were given a fraction for

which ,they in turn were to giv.e fractrions th'at were successively,

closer.

. 2.3 85SE.SSIDED,15

Seven major (video-taped) Interview assessments, each pre-
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ceded by about 4 week-s of instruction, were given on a one-on-one

basis to all subjectsjn the DeKalb gi"oup, and io 8 of the 34

subjects in the Minneapoiis,group;- In addj,dion, written tests

were gi.ven Ao all subjects in both experimentai groups at- each

tiMe 'an interview assessment was scheduled. The first 'four

assessments (I-IV) were administered during -children's 4-th

grade, and the other 'three (V-VII) duRing children's 5-th grade.

.

The data relevant for the present study were gathered during,.

. these last three assessments. Additional supportive data are

available fray classroom ObServations made on a daily basis

tKroughout the teaching experiment.

2.4 Iasics

Three specific taskswere utilized to obtatn an across-task
.

assessment of individual subjects' performance in situations.

invorving a quantitative understsanding of fractions. o

2.4.1 Estimate-tHe-sum task

The first qt two different versions of this task consisted.

of numeral cards on which the whoLe numbers 1,3,4,5,6,7 were

written ahd 'a form board as showh in Figure 1:

f-1 rts
A-

0
1=1., clmett 1 .

0 b°

'Figure 1

'The second version usedthe same.form board but numeral cards

u

with the following numbers: 11,3,4,5,6,7. Version 1 'was

pr esented- as part of Assessment V, 'and -both versions were
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presented buring Assessment VF In each case, subjects -Weise
.

. .

-.directed to "put humber cai-ds insrde the boxes_to make fraCtions
. . . . -

so that when you add them the answer, is as close to one' as

'possible, bu-t not equal to one." To disCOurme the use of

computational algorithms, subjects were encouraged to estiinate,

.

and a time limit of one minute was imposed on the task. Aft,r

d

completing the tasl( subjects were asked to "tell. me how _you

thought in solving this problem.'! -

,

2..4.2 DARTS t.

. . .
.

,

. The DARTS tasks were set up as a video game on an'APPLE II
-

coMputer (Apple*Computer,1979) and were presented 'as pert .of
.

Assessment VI. Each screen in the game_consisted of a ver'tical

number line With randomly generated begin and end marks- and a

further mark at some point .on the number line. lAt three Tarkdorri

posi-tic4s balloons were attached to the number line. The task

was to pop the balloons by keying in a fraction or a mixed ntimber

to shoot a 'dart at the.corresponding location on the number line..

A sample task is shown in Figure 2.

,Figure 2 ,

The number lines generated by the DARTS program by,,random choice

consisted of one or more *units.- Preesenteci- to eaCh subject was a

sequence of three screens. Recorded were the subjects' attempts
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. ,

. 1 to4pop the balloons'and the unstructured dialog between iniervie-
. ,

// wer apd spbject. Subjects° were encouraged to "think aloud"
- / ,

(.0 - 0
7 throughout,the game. , . ..te .

#

2.4.3 Gray -levels task

The gray-levels task was a compjex problem-solving titk that

was given in the final assessment OVID. 'Subjects were presented
A0

a gray-level scale that'showed 11 distinct-gray fekkels-increasing

in darkne'ts from OX (white) 'to 100X (black) in stePs cri 10%.

Subjects were then given 12.fraiction cards with th,e. 'fractizals

0/20, 1/54 2./7, 76/20, 2/5, 4/10, 6/15,-2/4,-4/8, 424-6/9, and

12/145. These fractibns were to be understood as reoresenting...

concentrations of-mixtures con sisting of black ink and water ih a
,

404

way previously explained to the' subject (e,g., 2/4 means "2, of 4
- ,

parts is black ink" which results in a mixture that isat"U10,

fourths 'dark").. The,t'ask was to order the f;action cards froth

lightest to Aarkest and put each at correspondihg gray level in

,

the _scale; permitted was placement.betweeh two gray levls to

alLow fc.. finer di.scriminatlon. The correct platement.of al1,12

cards is shown in igure 3.
. .

t.
. ...

% 4

. ,

.

L Q -t 1.0 , 20 , 30 , go , SO , 60, , 70. . 8o
0 . I

120 - 5 7

. 020 10 8 1. .

ift, F i gure 3

RecordeA were"the sUbjects' placement of cards along th4, gray-

level scale, and anecdotal data from obseryations during the
. 4.

4 problem-solving process and from follow-up questionli 1
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, 3. *DlcusioiN AND Rt.suLTs OF THE SPECIFIC TASKS
,4 ,/6.....

.

3.1 Esiimaie=the=sum
4

r

, -
) A .

# P's.1 d ...L._ .
'

The key idea in tnjs til< was that,the cnildren Were m1, to.
. ,

t
o.

think in ranges rather than c oeputing uni,,que answers'''bx-.Using
. '

fracfion alogrithms. Because of the imposed time conifraiTitj

tial-and-errbro methods in the sense of choosing any two fracr-

, tio6V.. .and working but the addition algorithm-woul'd not have been

successful: Th's c hildren Weee informed iccord.inoly: r"You won't

ha0e time lo work out,the addition. What youllaye to do is think"
. -

about how bltg each fraction is and then think about how bia the

answe.r will be." In the first version of the task Ft'was possib-

1e7to make 'exactly 1 (4/6 + 1/3): Sorile subjects soon found thrs
4

. solution: But the difficulty imposed by the second constraint,

to get close to, but aot axactlx to 1, required that the subjects
. . .'' d really, were to deal with the number size oT fisctions. For

. .

. 6

example, ff 1/3 cdnnot be added on to 4/6, then a judgement is to

qie made ai to what can replace 1.'3, (1/5? 1/7?, 3/7? ... ) so
t-

that the result of the'addition-still is approximately 1. Conse-
t)

quently, it was expected that subjects who had' a-good notion .of
a

rational-number size would succeed in this tas.kg whereavsu'bjects

lacking such a quantitative notion woul,d exhibit considerible

difficulty.
0

Table 1 gives the percentage'deviations of tKe sum from 1

4

for Task I and TaskII. The percentage deviations from 1. of

consteucted responses varied from.2.38 percent to 285.71 percent
#

with.an overall -aver.age percentage deviation over all subjects on

ill t;sks of 42.36 percent.
0

. 4

10
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Over,a0 f.ormante
. ,

,I
on the Xstimate34te-sum task-

SUBJECT , - * d
-

t_ BERT -

.

joAft. -u 3.33

br:e t 6.cies

a'ndy . nr
A
/

4

I 04.STY:

d
. 1 '. a
- ...

2.38 11 3:10 2.62
S .. .

- = k.' 3.33..:

4
13.33 ., 3-.64 7.2

a .

-

8.33 nr 8.33
0,

11%69 10--;34*q
-

'JESSI E 9.52

er i ca
-

v. -

JEREMY

maRgr e t
.

.

TERRI . - 29:17 45.71. ,232.81 30.15
. . _ .

.
,

MACK
..

58.33 ,.
s. .. .

2833 _9.52 3e.39
...

. . .
.

.1.ED 40.48' . 40.48 -A 15.513 3208
4

/.

richard 50.-00, ISA@ .38.84 ' 34.55
. . .

tricia
-"*. 1 . 58.33 . . ,nr- 58.33

0

. .,

'JEANNIE 285.71 26367 250.00.
4

187.46
.

till 66.271 . J9.00 ' 41?1'.67

25; 00.

.5:00

a

16.67

nr

= 1

a

- .

1-.6.5e '
,

..i
4..,

nr : 25.00.
%
a

a 0 25.48 ,

6 .
13.64,

-r

a

Ch i 1 d gave up n 4rustr a fi On .

nr = no response gi ven " = 1" = gi ven response equal-...t

DEKALB, average 41.57

-minneapoli.s 44.87
.

high: average devi,ation Ulan 14%
middle: average deviation less than 30%
low: average deviation, more than 30%

14
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Based on thC explanations whi-ch childisen slave about how they _,_ .

,

solved the tasks, the re'spomses were partitione8 in 4 categorits
: .

plus an "other." category. The categories.togeCher With a descrip-
.

tion qf the responses in that catepory and one Or mo r:e sub.kect

'responses to exemplify the category are giyen.,The responses.indi-

cate .the type Of thinI5ing and the cognitive stpuciui'es the sub-
.

jects exhibited in responding to the tasks.
1

CATEGORY ER .(Esmale by s:).rreCt coniparison to a :standard'

X
Reference point). Responie explanations in this,category indicate

a successful attempt to est-imate the constcucted rational number

sum by uing one-half or.one as a point of reference. The sponta=

neous use of fractionequivalence and rational number order

evident in th0 subject's response.
1,

a

is

!BERT: [Using 1 3 4 5 ,3,6 7, constructed 5/6 + 1/73 ,... well.'
.

, _ .

uh, ... five ... five-sixths [pointing' to, 5/63 is one piece .

..

away from -thc unit, and a seventh-is jlist a little bit
...

.

,

,

small.er,,-s"o that could fi-t ther* (i.e., between 5/6 and 1).
e

iKRIqTY: [From '11 3 4 5 7, construCts 6/11 + 3/7 'and'.

-

changes to 5/11 + 3/73 ... Well 'five and a half is half of
.

.
4

. N

eleven [pointing,to'5/113 and [pointing td-3273-three and a
. .

hilf is sKaAf of seven, so it would be one (i.e., oni what is
%

not clear) away-from ... (and-1 changed 6/11. to-15711) ...

- pecaui.e [pointing to 6/1.14 that would.,be a little more

and that's [pointing to 3/7Y is less than one t-hal.f)

r was afraid they'd get ixactl.>% on). (Recall the di.rection

to get =lbse to one.)

-.BERT: [From tk 3 4 5 6 . 7 makes 3/6 + 5/11 . 3- .. Three
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shxths is half a unit, and .. if it Was five and a-half- '

Children's quantitative notion

eleventAs [Pointing 5/11.I.that would be ha14; and a-half

(i.e., one-half-elevenths). would be very thin.

CATEGORY MC (Mental algorilhmic Computation). Response

4
exp1an iions placed, in this category indicate that the subject\o

did mental coMOutation to carrx,716ut a ce;irffict.sandard algorithm'

(e.g. 'common denominator) .to determine the act al sum ,6f the

\-
generated fractions. The spontaneous use of fraction equival,ence

and rational number order is evident in the sUbject's thinking.

KRISTY: [Usirig 1 3 4 5 6 7 , makes E1/ +LJ/41 then changes

to 1/3-4-4/51 ... If you fivi.the common-denomi-nalonl twei

ve; but and then 4..our times one would.be four (explain-

ing the change Of.0/4 to 4/5), but then three times . 1

didn't have a two or anything (aMOng the,number cardS given

'and riMaining) and 1 used"up mythree so (Observe what

Krisfy is apparently doing: 1/3 is equivalent.to 4/12. How

many more twelfths to get close 'to one? :This is determined

,

from 1.1/4 or 30/12, .so ra1izinQ that she has only 5,61

or 7 to choose for the box, each of which gives too many

twelfthr?, she, changes the denominator to 5 and now mus.t9do

te sime type of thinking with fifteenths.)

CATEGORY ERI (Estimate by Incorr'ectl ,gross, or uncertain

comparison tb a standard Reference point).. Response explanations

4

placed in this Category indicate that the subject at.tempted to
_

estimate the'constructed rational number sum by using one-half or
. N
one as a point of reference. Li,ttle or onstrrneb understandi,ng

.6-action equi'valence and rational number order is evident in

° ,the subjects thinkind.

.13
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JESSIE: [From 11 3 4 5 6 7 makes 11/3 + 4/7, l;lut during

discUssion ifter reading 11/3 as three-elevenths, changes to7-

3/11 4/73 ... (Is this close to one?) ... I think sop ...

you take Ahree of eleven things, that's less than a halfand

take four out of seven things, it's (i.e., 4/,7) more than a

half, I think so ... .

MACK: [From 1 3 405 6 7 makes 5/6 + 3/43 I. just thought

about-equivalent fractions like ... wait ... like you

take cl:Osest to one yoU can gel.; three-fourjis 4cause if's

only one (i ,e. one-fourth) away (from 1), and the same with,

this one [ pointing to 5/6 3.

MACK': [From 11 3 4 5 6 7 makes .4/6 + 3/73 .. Well

(pointing to 4/6) it had two (-sixths) to get ... it .w9uld

take-two uh .., to equal one and I thought [pointing to '

3/53 and this takes two (-fifths) ... to get to or)e. ..., and

the less th'ey (difference between each fraction addend and

1) are the greater 'they'd be (fraction addends), so I said

(the sum) would be a little bit less (than one) ... (pause)

... a )ittle bit morttzthan one.

/'
CATEGORY MCI (Mental algorithmic Computation based on Incor-

rect alogrithm): Responses in this category indicate that the

subject used mental computation based,on an incorrect algorithm

. to compute the'actual sum.
A

Ted: [From 1 3 4 5 6 7 makes 5/6 + 4/73 ... -Well first j

thought, I tried to figure out what would come closest to

one and I found out that.five-sixths and four-sevenths would

come the closest ... 'cause I used the top number (If 'I
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added them) nine-thirteenths.

JESSIE: [FrOm 1 3 4 5 6 7 makes 3/7 + 4/63 ... Three plus

four is seven and that's [pointing. to 7 and. 63 thirteen; it

would be one-thirteenth close to one.

JEANNIE: (From 1 3 4 ,5 6 7 makes 6/7 +. 4/3, changes to 06/7

+ 3/1) ... this,[pointing to 6 and 33 would be 9 and this

[pointing to 7 and 13 would be 8; that's [pointing to 83 the

whole and this (9) is one after 1 greater), so

it's (i.e. 9/8) close, but.ndt.right on the dot.. .

4:3

tr.

CATEGORY G (Gross estimate) Respgnse explanations placed in

thit- category suggest that the subject made a 1-...,;.oss,estimate of

each rational-number addend, but did-not-make a c9mparison to a

standard reference point, and did not use fraction equivalence or

rational-number ordertno.
o

TED: [From 1 3 4 5 6 7 , make.3/11 +-4/7A-... the same

thing .4. I wanted to use up the little pieces for the top

/
.

4

... then use the highes.t number of pieces forethe bottom ...-

Well,. if I ever-thought if it was equal,. oi- one's le.ss or.
-.

, greater and stuff) I always have to be greater than the top

number.

DiscmssIDn

The children ih the experimental classes had received some,

instructions on estimation of whole-number sums by rounding, but

no formal instrucation on strategies that might\be used In estima-

ting the sum of two rational-number addends.' The children had
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received extensive experience with rational number order and

equivalence. The lejel of understanding about order and equiva-

lence of fractions and rational numbers exhibited 6these chil-

dren in tasks limited specifically to these concepts will be

available in a 4brthcoming paper (Post ei al, Note 3)-.

Chadren who displayed a spontaneous use of fraction :quiva-

lence and order concepts (i.e.; those whose responses appeared

44:Z

0

4
in Categories ER and MC) display the highest perf,ormance on these

estimation tasks As measured by the deviation of the constructed

sum from 1. Responses categorized in Category ER had an average
0

deviation of 2.98 percent, those in-Cate-gvry-MC,

and the percentage across Categories.ERmnd MC was.6.28 percent.

For responses categor.ized in Category'ERI which indicat'ed -little

or ..a constrained understanding and"applicaiM,ort of order and

,equivalence concepts, the average deviation of responses wat

24.68 percent. The average dbviation of respoK.Ises which exhi-
,

bited some spontaneous understanding of fraction order and equi-
.

valence concepts, 'i.e., responses, in Categóries ER, MC, and ERI
-

was 16.11 percent. This is contrasted to the aver'age deviation

of responses in categories other than ER, MC, and ERI, 'those in

wh'ich concepts of order ifici equivalence were not applied, which

was 67.55 percent.

While one must be careful about broad genecal.izations given

the small ,sample sizes, it is useful.to make some observations

aboui the cognitive structures of children who exhibited Category

ER and.MC Fesponses as compared to cognitive structures of chil-.

dren whose reponses fall in other eategories.f Bert (see the

first and third subject responses in Categomy ER above) exhibits

18
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considerable imaqual rTlirlor. There is evidence in his exPlana-

' tion (i.e.. "is one piece away", "so that coujd "one-

half-elevenths would be very ihin") which suggests that this

child imagines episodic experiences astociated With the manipula-

tive based instruction. Moreover, he.exhibits, in his abilitY to

astociate the oral symbols for rAathematical entities ("Lista- .

is oneyeca awa)' ...") with the imaqual units, the abil);..

ty tb translate between ideas expressed Oa manipulatives to

ideas expressed in oral and written mathematics symbolism. This

response in Cate/gory ER) has, in addi-

tion, excellent ability for spontaneous application of fraction

order and equivalence concepts.

An example of4Kri1ty's al;ili-ty to 'store a long sequence 04,'

memory units 'together with tremendousmetal symbol manipulation,i

capability.,is evidenced in her response qiv'en for.Cate.clory ER.

4%
She also displays considerable imagual memory for symbolic mani-

pulatiobs. it appears that she has excellent.ability 'to "pre-

view" an entire algorithm seiluehce. The order of events in the
7

algorithm are obviously:automatized so '.that her memory load

needs to deal only.with numerical ehtries of the algorithm while

the 'proceE is automatic.

Jeahni'e 'gave Category MCI and "other"' responses. This'

child was chbsen to participate in the experimental group to

represgnt somewhat the lower segment of high achieving children.

During the steaching experiment participant-observers on numehous

occasions observed fhat she showed reluctance to work with mani-

pulative aids, frequently short-cutting such activity, and seek-'
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--ing the aigorithm or rule to obtain answert. One might conjec-

ture that her concepts of order.and equivalence, rather than

abstracted from manipulatfvesl. is more likely based on given or

self-generated rules or procedures.

Ted (see Category 0). displa5'ed a very gross method of,esti-
.

mating fraction size. , He seemed firm in his understanding that

fractions with denominators greater than their numerators have a

value less th'an one. A; apparenfly generalLzed thi incorrectly

to 'believe that the sum of two fractions, both of\ this

would be less than 'one.
e

Again we observe in many of the students the inability t

use concepts of order and equivalence in an applicatio type of,

task. Data from a forthcoming paper will show that most of these

children wer e qui te capable with symbolic order and equivalence

tasks in a setting for which the question waS +or two given

fraction's, are they eaual or is one less (Post, Behr, and

(4achsmuth, Note, 3). Further elaboration of the resu)ts. of the

Estimate-the-sum study will be presented in (Behr and Wachsmuth,

Note 1).

0
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The DARTS game Ls a nide task to assess children's quantita-
0

tiv'e notion of rational= number :Nce it offers a challenging

situation that requires associations-of_ fractions and mixed num-
.

bers with points on a <vertical) number line, that-ts, the size
_

of a raiional'Inumber is 'embodied in a length. <The unit iThze

randomly varied from screen to screen so memorization of the unit

size was unlikely.) If a subject's attempt at pbpping a bailooh.

Was unsudcessful, the actual location of the attempted rational

number was displayed on the screen as a label atthe nOmber line.

That is, an immediate eed-back to an attempt wks given. As

almost always a subject'S next attempt would build on this feed-

back, the DARTS task is a powerful Means for eliciting behavior

that gives insights into the cogniti-ve structUres acquired-by the

individual subjects about rational numbers.

Presented in this section are selected segments of episodes

in which children were responding to the mi.dro-computer-presented

tasks and the interviewer's questions-. The episodes were selected

to exemplify different levAils of children's thinking in the

context of rational number order and fraction equivalence.-

the first episode involves Kristy after-she was presented.

with the number line: (515 1/9, 5 1L2 1 5 5/8, 5 4/51 8), that'

is, a 5 - 8 .number line with a further Labe) at '5 1/31 and

balloons attached at '<non-labeled!) points 5 1/9, 5 5/8, and,

5 4/5. Especially notable about Kristy's thinking in'this ex-
0 J.

-cerpt is the flex1bt117ty-4-th:j--and--automati-c-gener-at-ftrr-of---equi-

valent f^actions. It appears that when Kristy th[nks of a frac-
;

19
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tion she is aware of an unlimi-ted set c14 equivalent fractions gnd

is able to think about a.number of them automatically. In some

cases she 6ives evidence, esveclially With pauses in the explana-
.

tions, that she is using some computationsto generate an ebquiva-
.

lent fractron. She appears to be completely comfortable in this

excerpt to use dif-rerent fractiOn names fOr the same.spoint onthe

nk..-.ber line. She uses equivalent fractions to move the nuffiber

'r
,

line within self-specified bounds.

KR STY: Oh boy, that's ohe-third [iterates the .distance from 5 to

5 ialong the number line] and that [pointing to the

balloon at 5 57-8-3 would be five and two-thirds (The. dart it

projected and-misses) g aim a,t tire same balloon]

... about 5 3/6.

INTERVIEWER: How did you think to come up with five and three-
.

sixths?

KRISTY ...- Well, I thought it (pointing to 5 2/3-on the number

line] would be equal to four-sixths; and then, you want it ,

10,

to be lower (but) I didn't want't6 take a third'Iower,(dart

mitses) Ok, five and two-..thirds is equal to ... six-

ninths "... 'm going' to.take it (i.e. 2/3) equal,. to

eight-twelfths, then how about seVen-twelfths ( ibe. 5 7/1'2

for the next shot) because, that's a 1.1.111.e b.Lt .1.-ess (than

'2/3) tshot misses]. 01$, two '(.7-thirds) is equal to. ... ten

..1 ten7fifteenths and so nine-fifteenths for the n6it

shot) [shot Wits' balloOn at' 5 5/8].

Al- thrs por-nt 5-3/-6:7-amono-otherfr-ac-t-i-ons-, Cs-man-ke-d--on__.tho

number line..
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,

KRISTY : [Take's -ai% at the balloon at. 5 1/9 by -Tete-Filing the

distance from 5 to 5 1/9 up to 5 3/6] That [pointing to the

balloon at 5 1/9] wilr be five. And-One-eighth ... becautê-

that (pointing to 5 3/6) was one-half*and that took about

four.(i.e. iterationsof.the dlstance from 5 to 5 1/9) to

. get there, so that would-be eight all: acrois.

#
The next episode involves Bere'at screen (1.1 1 1/39 1 I.L29

1 3/5, 1 3/4, ,2). Bect had made shots (1 3/5. 2)9 -(1 '314, -

1 2/3), '(1 1/3, 1 2/6)* (popped balloon is indicated by *) and

was taKing aim at the ballooh at 1 3/5 and he expliihs: ,/
0 -

BERT: One and two-thirds is more than one and two-six,ths

['points to the balloon at r 3/5]. What's between a-half .

_ .

,[using the fixed point 1 1/21 and'twoLthirds9 Ft'd'be one

and three-fifths.

Bert gave no overt indication of how.he -arrived at the facl that--
,

1 3/5 is between 1 1/2 an0 1 2/3. Since he earrier referred to

one conjecture is that he thought of 1/2'as 3/6* and then

chose 3/5 because it is greater, than 3/6.

h next episode also involves perq he was presented with

screen (19 1/5, .1. .113.9 1A29 1_ 3/49 2). Ihe fo)lowi.ng

shots had been de (1 1/51 1 1/6)*9 (1 1/29 1 3/5).:. We noted in

the above that Bert as Kristy, makes spontaneous use of equima-
.-

)ent fractions:. he als displays a good ipfiiication of fraction-

order' to the number line Bert seems to,have order on the

number Hue clearly associated ith the order_of .fractions via
a

symbolic"interPretations.
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In the very next episode we get a feel for Bert's..-sense of

rational number size;
^

ic the episode .he orders three fractions

after indicating that one of them is Jils..t sousc (Le., Wet a

little more) than the least of the three while.another one is

mans (i.e., macs than the 11±11f maze). In the ,eXcerpt that

folLows we observe his strong imagual base for. his fraction

concept. This is evident through the imagual language (Le.,
0

pieces are smaller).

BERT: [Taking aim at the balloon at 1 1/2]... something between

one-third 41.e. 1 1/3) and one and lliree-fifths ....one and

3-fifths is ausc one and bne-half and two-thirds is

mbze than a half, so un... one and three-sixths, same as

f one and one-hal f

a
4

Next Bert measures on the number line, since 1 1/6 has been

marked on the number line he itérates the distance froth 1 to 1

1/6- up the number line And find& that,/"W6 takes him above the

tarslet..

BERT:.It couldn't be 'one and five-sixths; one and.five-sevenths.

INTERVIEWER: Tell me how you chose one and five-sevenths.

BERT: ... Since the piedes' are smalder ... one and five-.sevenths
.4

would be a J i ttle more down i .e. than 1 5/6).

In Jessie we seevajevel of functioning with the concept

of raction equivalence which,might be called litagi. We say that
7

f

Jessie,s 'level of thinking with respect to fraction , equivalence

is latent becaoAe her. use 9 generation, and recognition of equi-
.

valent frictions occurs only after she is prompted by lome exter
.

>
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.

, -

nal source such as the interviewer, or the computer. screen to

consider equivalent fractions. The following protocol deArtiWitlr
V

D RTS screen (3, 3 1/9, 3.3/8. 3 1L2, 3 3/5, 4).

.

JESSIE: ,[Aims at the balloon At 3 1/9, shoots (3 1/9, 3 3/6)]. .

INTERVIEWER: [After, the 3 3/6-dart/hits and-Jessie can obterve
/ .

that 3 3/6 hits the same py4nt As 3 1/2] What can you say, *

about this (3 3/6)?

JESSIE: It's equal to three and one-half. ... [Indicates shot

1/9, 3 2/3)].

...

INTERVIEWER: [Pdints to 3 1/3,and balloon at 1/9] Can'you nime

a mixed number less than three and one-third?
4

JESSIE; Three and ....three and two-fourths..

INTERVIEWER: That wou)d 6e below three and one-third?.

JESSIE: Wait ... wait, three and one-fourth,... wait three and

one-seventh [laughs].

INTERVIEWER: Why do you say three and one-seventh?

JESSIE: Becausp the pieces are smaller. [Shot (3 1./9, 3 1/7),

misses above the targeA) [Indicates <3,1/9, '3 2(4) AS 'the
0 I

neXt shot.]

INTERVIEWER: Where do you think, it am go2

' JESSIS: (Points' io the balloon ai 3 1/) \kkght there. [Shot .

misses and records 3 2/4 at same point wikth 3 1/2 and .3

3/63. /
INTERVIEWE: Why do you think it hit 'the' same point as three

and on-e-htf?

- JESSIE: 'cause they are equal.
.

a

.
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..
" .....,,

. . h
Jeremy shows behavior which suggests a level of thinking on

. 4. , ..

fr_action equivalence which would be classified as latent. More-
,'

over, we observe in JeremY a weak r,oncept of fraction order; he

is very doubtful about the, order of 1/2 aeid 4713. The screen
. .

display is (0, 2/5, 2/3, 4/5, 1, 2). The following-episode-
!

.

begins after Jeremy has Made these three shots (2/5, 2/5)*, (2/3,

3/1E)1*(2/3, 9/15)*.

JEREMY: [TaKes aim at balloon at 4/5]*one hundrecirqneteenths.

INTERVIEWER: I can't key that in, will it be above 3 or below 1?'

JEREMY: Above. [Indicates next shot] Twelve-twenty-fi-fths.

INTERVIEWER: Oh, I cannot use that.

JEREMY: Sig-twelfths.

INTERVIEWER: [After' shdt hits and/narks the same spot as 1/2]

Why will six-twelfths go through the one-half?

J.EREMY: One7half, two-fourths, si'x (twelfths) ...

[Shoots,. (4/51 6/12), (4/53 4/9), (4/5, 6/V8), (4/5, 1/2)

then suggests (4/5, 4)13)].

INTERVIEWER: Would this ("4/13) te mOre or less than.one-half?

,JEREMY: It would be a little bit more, I have the feeling, I

hope, wait ... wait, wait, waLt; five -thirsteenths (shot

misses).

In fhe following episode Mack displays his ability to apply

concepts of fraction ordering as it relates to a quantitatlye

contept,of rational number. The task dealt with the tforlowing

.screen: (1, 2L5, 1 2/3, 1 8/9, 2 1/3. 3')J. the following shuts

had been made (1 2/3,1 4/5), (1 213, 1 3/5)*, (1 8/.9, 2) when the

24.
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INTERVIEWER: You have to get closer,totwo..

MACK: I know,. ... wait ..; one ind ... seven-eights.

7INTERVIEWER: Why did,you say

MACK: ... I thought, Ws got to'be one away i .e.-- ohe
.

fractionarpart away from 2) ... one thing away from some-

thirg ... I thoughtlt was small pieces the eights are

small. pieces).

n pte 'next episode Mack exhibits considerable knowtedge-

.about the number line strUcture and of fraction order. The task

is 7 123, 7 1/2, 2 AZ2, 7 5/7, 8).

MACK: (Measures the line with h4s,-fingers1 Holy smokes! FOr the
,

top one (i.e. he bafloon at 7 5/7),it'd be.seveh and five

4

sevenths ."..(ineasures line'between 7 5/7 and 7 4/7). That's'.

got to be one-seventh so go up (measures number line frbfil

the bottom). seven and three-sevenths Epoints to the bp4-1-.

loon.at 7 1/3] seven ,and three-sevenths ... (shot misses),

At least that gets me somewhere.

That Mack is us.ing the fact that the balloon at 7 1/2 is brac-

keted by shots marked at 7 3/7 and 7 4/7 is evidenced by his

shot (7 1/2, 7 1/2) which is midWa>: be*tween 7 3X7 and '7.4/7. It

might be possible to infer that Mike is thinking ofione-half ,as

three and one-hal4-sevenths or is thinking'about 3/7 and 4/7 as

6/14 and 8/.14, ,respectively and then ,chdoseS 1/2ias 7/14., .

Subjects' overall perfoftance on the DARTS task is compiled

in Table 2.
5

25
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4. ".

jable 2. Overallper-formance on the DARTS task

Subject
-r

4."

Shbts/kreen Average/screen

:KRISTY

BERT

JEANNIE.

an yd4

,brett-

- richar.0

tricii

joan

TED.

MACK

er i c'at

S.

p margret

't(3, 3;'3)

(5, 4., 5),

i4, 3, .7)

(5,'4,

(6, 1, 6)
1

10

(9, 4 5)

(6,
4

,(4,9 99*''4):

(7, 7, 6)

(11, 9, 5)

(5, .41,8)

3

4.7 .

,

44P

;.

JEREMY (9, 13, 6)

JESSIE (16, 12r 11

.ti-lt. (9, 15,'9).. 11 .

TERRI 13.5

1..

DEKALB average 7.4
4

minneappli's ay. 7.0

;

I j
4.4

high: average/screen X 5 .

.middle: average/screen X. 9
low: avei..age/streep > 9

4. I.
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The 'key idea in embodying rational numbers in-gray levels
... f ,-. . .

...-
,

.

will be described briefly using the rational number-1/2 as an
4

example. One-half is the property common to an rquIvalence class

of fractibns: 11/23 = t1/2, 2/44 3/6, ,4/119 5/109 .The

property common to thf FractiOns in this class is that for each

the .comparison of numerator to denomlnator ii reflected )n the

ratio 1:2. In the 'common p rt-whole embOdiment the interpretation

is tha't s"hal4" of the to al :number of parts into which a bnit is

par ti tioned are shaded; See Fi gure 4a.

7

A

fe.

0

Figur,e-4a

Continued to Ihe extreme, this way of embodYln,g 1/2 wobld still

- . require that an agreed-4pon unit is shown, "half" of which le

shaded; see Figure 4b.

Figure 4b

The numerator/denominator comparison of the fractions in the

. class C1/23 is also reflected In the following way of shading

half of the total number. of Parts into which a 'unit is pArti-

tioned; see Figure 5A4

c"..
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Figure 5a

I

A/U121

, li5ii
5

Tb

,

Continued to the extreme, this way of embodying 1/2 would lead ,

to a shading as shown in Figure 5b, that is, an average gray

shading.

0.

Figure 5b

This makes the perception of the embodiment for 1/2 somewhat

independent of the reference to.an actual,size of a unit (much in

the same way as the rational number 1/2 is independent f-Fom a

unit) since 1/2 is embodied in Anx sablaclinn Of" the unit,

namely, in the darkness of the shading.

The gray-levels task was pr:esented to the subjects in the

context of the following (fidticious) Black ink and.

water are mixed together to make lighter ink in a .way printers

might do it fon their printing machines. Then mixtures where '1

of 2 parts is black ink, or 2 of 4 partt, or 3 of_6 parts, etc.,

would be equivatent in-the sense that in each case the, resulting

.graY level is the same (no matter how much licwid is' prnduci:cl,

i.e. which unit is chosen). Consequently,. mixtures where; for

example, 2 of 5 parts, or 4 of 18 parts, etc., is blackink would
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.

yield a" bray color less than. "half dark." A pilot .asiessment

(during Assessment VL), ensured that subjects-unde'rstood

mannerc, ofjembodying a rational number. Upon this, it was decided

to use gray levels to assess the quantitati,ve notion of rational

numbers (in the range from.0--clear--through 1--totally blacK),.

Even though the taskwas presented to the subjects embedded'

in a situation they were able to grasp (and the griY scale was

prepared with considerable care to.show perceptually distinguish-

able staiges), 6mitations of huMan visual,perception and lmagi-

hation restrict the association of a rational number 'with iSik,

unique gray level. Were this slot the case, subjects would be

. able to associate the fractions 2/5, 4/10, and 6/15, for exam-

ple, mith a single gra> level without symbolic-level realization
,

that these are equivalent fractions. Since visual perception' and

imagination is probably not sufficiently sensitive in this situa-

tion, subjects'.solutions would necessarily draw won their indi-

vidual knowledge aboOt the fractions. That i,s, "bacauss the

.

ratios,of bVick ink tatotal are equivalent in 2/5, 4/10,

and '6/15, these fractrgns woulA have to be.associated wl,th. theL

same gray.sleve!.

The Auestion of uthicil.gray level is the appropriate &le for

each of the 12 fractions in the task would invo)ve subjects',

knowledge of the (order and equivalence) relationships between

the fractions.'. In.associating the fractFon cards to the .gray

scale, subjects could use the fact that the left bordirof the

icale was white ("no ink, clear water") and the right border was

black ("ill ink,. no water"), and the center gray level "half,

black" ("half ink, half water").
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We now-present results of the DeKalb and Minneapolistinter-

,

vi-e--..'44bjiCts' performanceoon'the.gray-levels task. A- rough ,

, ---------- I . ...

"performance index" of subjects' placement of_the cards along the
.,.

\
-------------...

gray-level scale is comprl-ed_in Table 3, Shown- is the average
.

,

--.---:.
e . .'

percentodeviation, d, of each subject=s placemer.t of the cards: 1
------- _

,

112r- t

d = 1/12\zs. !correct location card .1 r. subject's location card 11
j=1 _

1
.

Also shown is the maxinial percent deviation, dmax, by which each
, \

subjet's placement of cards.deviates from the correct locatfonst

dmax ='ma\x IcOrrect locatiOn card.i - subject''. 'location card 11-
..

\

The peribrmance index as shown in Table 3 reflects subjects'
1

ability to\ assocrate a quantitative value with the fractions'

, \ --,

..

invotved Ibut it.does not convey the cauial relationship between
i 1 .
i \

subjects' understanding of the order and equivalence relation-
\

\

ships amon ,t e fractions and their size percepti,on of the corre-

spondlng ratio 1 numberso. For example, one subjeCi Fecognized

the equivalep. of 2/5- and 4"-/X8 but mic.pyaced fhe palm by

18 % ; another subject did not re6Dgnize this equivalence and

.4 ''Misplaced nly\ 4/18 -:by, 1 < WhiVe'plaCing 2/5 correctly.

Recogn

ble in this

and 4/8,

6/9. Not

subject's p

level as wil

tions which

subJecti are

tion of equiv4lences certainly is an important varia- '

task.. Four distinct equ[Vaiencei were involved:. 2/4 .

I

2/5 And 4/10, 6/15 and 2/5 (or 4/18), and 4/6 and

I

\

alikays did recognition of ah equivalence result in a

\

lacementof the corresponding cards at the same. gray
I

I be

1

ocumented below. The sets of equivalent fret-
,

were attached,,at the same gray levels by individual

shown in Table 4. .

30
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Table 3. Overall performance on the gray-levels task
Average and maximal deviation in cai'dplacement

S

..

Subject°

KRISTY

BERT

erica ,

till

joan

richard

'brett

JEANNIE

and>,

tricia

0

' 2.1

3.3

4.2

5.8

6.3

7.1

8.3

10.0

12.1

13.5

.b

,

dmax _

10

10

10

28

30

25

25

38

30

35

JESSIE____- ----1-4-;12- 30--

margret 16.7 - 70

'JEREMY 19.2 70

TED 22.5 70 .

TERRI 23.3 70

MACK 29.6 98

DEKAL8 average 15.5

minneapolit ay. 9.3

high:. averaged less than 10% off
middle: averaged less than 20% off
low: averaged more than 20Z-off
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Table 4. Placement of equivalent fractions at the same gray level
by indivi'dual subjects

. Subject 2/4 ac 4/8 2/5 & 4/10 4/6 & 6/9 6/15 & .2/5 or 4/18

KRISTY + + -

)

+

JESSIE + + , +

erica + - .., +

richard + + .
_ +

brett + - . - +

BERT

t

Oan

a

_
JEANNIE

andy -+-

. margret + _

TED + -

,JEREMY me 4

4

TERRI

MACK MOW

we%

108

a

high: recognized 2 or more equivalences
middlel recogni.zed equivalence'of 2/4 and 4/8
low: recognized no equivalence

32
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Further. dlarification abotit subjects' thinKng is provided

in short descriptions of some subjects' behavior while performing
0

the task; Ws is com01emented with dialogue .to exemplify some of

the conceptions and misconceptions elicited (the fUll presenta-

tion of results .is deferred to a Orthcoming paper). The presen-

tation ollows the organization of Table 3 in groupsi of high,

middle, and.low performers.

The highest subject, Kristy, showed superior performance

both in recognizing equ'ivalences of 'fractions And placing them at
4.0

the correct level of darkness on the scale. The 'only fraction

she did not associate With its equivalents was. 6/f5 'which- she.

placed only 5 X off (left) of 2/5 and 4/10 which she had placed

correctly at 40 ;2 . Bestdes coordinating her knowledge about

raction equivalence with the placeme0 of ractiOn cards at

appropriate gray levels, Kristy also made strong use. of fhe

length embodiment or ractions that was implicitly present in

the gray level scale by associating lengths with the position of,

gray levels. This is demonstrated in her explanatidb of why 6/9

should ..be between 60 % and 70 : 'She first observed that 6/9

is equal to 2/3, ttten said ..$,Ou can't di;)Ide:it (the scale) into:

thirds," but then she observed the following partitioning

(conjectured from her behavior and comments): Consider 0 X - BO X

(i.e., the corresponding positions ai-the scale); 60. X would,

be at about the 2/3 point, however, adding on the 90 X 'and'

180 X levels makes'the scale larger to the right so the location

of 2/3 would move to the right as well. Further, Kris\ty'S

discrimination for fraction size was so exact that she even Iput

2/7 slightly left of 6120.

33'
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Although Bert's overall performance :on the graylevels task

was. nearly as'high as Kristy's, a striking difterence was obier-

ved. Kristy toordinated her knowledqe about fraction equivalen-

ces with a'good perception about the liocation of (lowest-term!)

fractions on the scale4 on the other hand, Bert's behavior sug-
,

gests that he possesses both of these relevant knowledge strut--

tures, but the connections to be made are latent'in his perform,.

ante on the task. This is further commented gn'in the foll.owing

anetdote.

BERT: [Early-on, sorts the cards and pUts 2/4 and 4/8

together on tableJ

INTERVIEWER: You put two-fOurths and four-eighths together?

RERT: [picks them up] They're equal.

INTERVIEWER: I see... Would you put them on the same card

gray-level)?

BERT: Yeah.,. (noW put's 6/9 together with 4/6) These two are

equal...

That _bef.ome_BeRA starts2-putt-i-ng-cards-at-the gray scale, he

makes some observations about the fractions and only then starts

putting them, one-by-one, at the gray scale. In so doing., he

first puts 4/6 at the 68 % level then and 6/9 at the' 70 % 4

level. Similarly, he puts 2/5, at 40 %, 4/18 at 45 X, and

6/15 at 35 Y. Thatjs, with respect t6 placement on the gray-

level scale, Bert rates these (equivAlent) fractions as very

close in size but has lost sight of their equivalence.

INTERVIEWER: (after the whole tas has'been completed] You out
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,

sfx-ninth5 right of four-sixths, wh;"-,- did you cld that?

BERT: Because four-ninths and.a half (ninths) w6ulci be hatf a

unit...

Bert apparently talks about 4 1/2-ninths whichLexplains why he

placed 6/9 right of, bu't still not far away from, the "half-
.

dark". joosi,tion; this kind of flexible and fine-tuned thinking

Bert a-lso displayed in Pis explanations for, his placement of

other cards.

INTERVIEWER: ... Before, you' mentioned that they are equal o-o4

four-sixths and six-ninths ...

BERT': Oh yeah, they are! [picks up 6/9 and 4/63 I think

they'd-be right there [puts both cards on- 60 %J..

It may be of interest noting here that Bert did .very similar

thing in a parallel version of°tPis task that involved ratio

cards,(to be reported in a different context in Wachsmuth Al Al,

1983); there he also placed 2:3, 4:6, and 6:9 at different'but

--ad-j-acentTévels.

Tn1s ihenomenon of a gdod sense of'fractlon 5ize Indtpangliami

of recognition of equivalences is displayed in simil'ar ways in

most of the other "high" subjects' (Table 3) performance on the

graY-levels task: Except 4or Breit (and of course Kristy), they

all placed 4/6 and 6/9 at different but adJacent.gray levet5

close to the correct position.

From 'Tilt,, & lower subject in_the group of,high performers,

(Table 3),- we see indication that during exposure to the.experi.-

mental instruction he developed at least a rough feeling foe the
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size of a fraction; about 12/45, 6/9, and 4/6 which

placed at the 80 (4/6) and 7-0 percent levels he remarks:

TILL: Because that looked like three-fourths, and that looked

like. three-fourtht, and that looked Hke three-four-ths (in

=
pointing to the, 12/15, 6/9, and 4/6 cards).

INTERVIEWER: And three-fourths to yoU ,it wha.t?

TIUL: Like four-gixths and six-ninths and iwelve-fifteenths.

The subjects in the middle group (Table 3) are characteri-zed
\ ,

. -

Ii

by generally lower performance in positioning the.fraction cards

t appropriate gray levels on the one handl and On the other by 2.-

maKing Mistakes in ordering the,fractions.. In many cases the

'"more familiar" fraOtions like 4/8 and 1/5 were placed

correctly, while the less familiar ones could be placed

incorrectly. For eXample, all three loWer middlesubjegts (Table

1) placed 6/15 left of 6/20,
;

In par ticul_ar- the---1-oweSt subjec't, jiremy, in several'

'cases arranged fraction' pairs in.the wrong order within the

string of 'all twelve*.fractions,, for ekimple, his Arran§ement :

reflected that 4/6 should be less han 4/8. When Jeremy was(

asked which'of the two frictions is he answered that 4/8
.1;

is less, thaft is, knew it "in some tens But as can be seen

from the following anecdote, Jeremy had to be promOted to the

insight that in this case 4/8 should go with a lighter gray

level than 4/6; his "in-some-sense" knowing

with, And did.not apply to,.the task situation.

as inconnected
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7
INTERVIEWER: Now, Jeremy, , what about four-sixths and four-_

1
.

eighths (Jeremy -Starts to move the cards] no, don't move
1

them..;. Tell me why you put 4/8 -here [pointi fo'68%].

JEREMY: I ;don't know.

NIS

CNildren's quantitative notion
\k 1

INTERVIEWE : Tell me why you put .4/6. here [points to '4/6 at

38
-

JEREMY: [Shrugs sh'ouldersi.

.

INTEROIEWER: ... If we look at four-srXths and _four-eighths,

which one is less?

JEREMY:. ['squirm ing] Four-eigths.

INTERVIEWER: Nod let's see, it's.four-sixths over here (points

to it a t 38 %) and four-ejghths over there [points to 4/8

at 68 %],,whiCh one is less?

JEREMY: [points to 4/83: 3.

INTERVIEWER: Now if we put -a fraction with a righter one, does

it/take i'smaller fraction or a larger one?

JEREMY: Smaller..

INTERVIEWER: OK, so in what order should four-sixths and four-

eighths go?
, .

ATEOEMY: UMm:.. thall! (switches 4/6 and 4/8, i.e. .4/8 to 38 %

and 4/6' to 60 %].

INTERVIEWER: I see, why?

'JEREMY: Because fourths [pointing to 4/8 and to 0 % level],

and four-sixths is more (points to 4/6 and then to 188 %

level at end, i.e. to suggest the direction for greater].

\it

The behavior of. 11. three subjects in the low group (Table
,

\

3) is charactert;ed by their treatlng the fractions as ordered
I

.I

. .
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pairs and putting them in a strict "lexical" order by increasing

nunieratorsidenominators. Ted and Terrr ordered like 0/20, 1/5,

2/4, .2/5,,,2/7, 4/6, 4/10., etc., while Mack' used the denominators

as first and the numerators as the second, order c6iterion. All

three. subjec-ts in general put one fracti.On card at . each gray

level and dealt separately with the left-over card -(there were

;twelve cards for eleven gray levels). Terri just added on (pos-
.

tulated) a twelfth gray level right of 100 Mick squeezed'in

.one fraction, between two gray levels (as was permitted). Ted,

when realizing that "there's going to be one lefl" atteMpted to

deal wi.th that sLtuat-Lon-i-n-severAT-Ways and finally decided' to

put 4/8 together with 2/4 (on 28 X).

Mack early-on had-grouped 2/4 and 4/8 tOgether at-about

60 7. but indicated that he did not understand what is meant by

. getting the fraction cards in order. In the f011owTup discussion

. he demonstrated better understanding fdr the fraction size than

is documented in his lexical ordering, for examplef-he grouped

2/4 .wi'th 4/8 at 50 X, put 8/28 on 0 and 4/10 on O.%

"becauie i t's a little bi t. ;less than a hal * ." . That i s, the 1 opi

overall performance recorded for Mack presumably. reflects his

misunderstanding of the task_more "than misconceptions in fraction

size.

Terri's perfoemance.prObably more adequately reflects the

inconsistencies
1,

arid misconceptioni in her knowledge about

fraction order and equivalence. There' seemed to be two

conflicting "frames" that were relevant for her judgment about'.

particular fractions as is suoported by tlie followlng *anecdOte.

-

From earlier observations Terri was known to consider two frac-

?8
..

r
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_

tiiiris 'as equivalent i? (and onlY if) they had the A4MO deilOmine-

toe. 'In the present task, she attached 6/15 whd 12%15 at

differenst gray level% (90 X ahd right of lea , Although her.

- lexical ordering of the.fractions raised doubts over whether she

understood the conrieCtion between fractjons and gray levels at

all .she seemed to understand,somithing, for about her placing of

1,720 oh the white (6 X) level She explains:

TERRI: Because there'd be mo Wick ink, no black ink so it would
.

Laier, Terri is asked what she thinks about the two fractions

6/15 and 1 2/15.

TERRI: They're*equal, like (laUghs3.

INTERVIEWER: let<, but you put them n different positions,
-

tHough, why did yOu do that?

TERRI: Becauie! That's the way I thought t should.do it! (moves

and messes up chart].

'INTERVIEWER: I would stkll like to knowyou sa'y six-fifteenths

and twelve-fifteenths are equal?

TERRI: Right.

INTERVIEWER: But you put them on different parts...

TERRI: 'Cause six comes_before twelve so I thought thatis the

wa) you do it... .

,INTERVIEWER: OK, did you think in terms of darkness when you did

that?

TERRI:'Yeati,:lorta like...

39
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INTERVIEWER: Which would ee darker? S.4grifteenths or twel0e

fifteenths?

TERRr: Twelv4,-fifteeriths..
0

INTERVIEWER: OK, and which fraction. Would be bidgets?

TERRI: Twelve-fifteenths.

INTERYIEWER: And, if I ask you.. six.=fifteenths,

fifteenths,,are th0, equal or is one.leis?

TERRI: Ws less.
-1

INTERVIEWER: Which one is less?

4

TERRI:. Six... um... fifteenths.

INTERVIEWER: Ahd why did you say it's less?

TERRI: 'Cause it... oh! [puts head' in hand and sighs].(No,

they're equal., Because they haye the same, dinomiriator.

At, this

-ing: There

4. RESULTS4OF ACROSS-TASK,OBSERVATIONS

, .

time an initial look at the data shoWs th4 oflo-
exist subjects that Were consiTitentb4uccessfur with

all three.tasks (e.g., Kristy a:hd Bert). Secondty, there exiit

subjects that were consistently unsuccessful with all. three.

tasks (e.d., Terri). Finally, there exist subjects that exhibited '

high performvIce on one task, and middle or lowPerformince on,

the others (e.g., Jeannie and Richard). In Table 5 is shown the

ranking of ali subjects in groups of high, middle, and "Tow

performer-s *or each task as obtajned from Tables 1, 2, and ar the

origin'al rank orders within each group were:kept.

r,
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Table 5. Comparison of hi'gh, middle, and low performers bY
specific 4sks (ccmp4led from Tibles 1, 2N and 3).

massar=minummussamasimmussumummumwmaprimmummesammummummamatummussassIsammat

average perf. Estimate-the-sum DARTS RrIevels

h i gh

BERT KRISTY KRI,STY

jcw BERT $ BERT .

brett JEANNIE erica

andY andy till.

KRISTY :joan

richard

to 'A

m-i;c1d1 e

)brett

JESSIE brett 'JEANNIE

l?rica richard and)/

JEREMY tricia / tnicia
:

margret ,joan JESSIE

TED margret

TERRI

MACK,.

TED

richard

triCia

JEANNIE

till

MACK JEREMY

erica /

margret,

,r
JEREMY TED

JESSI/E TERRI

'113 if HACK

TERRI

' \
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The quantitttive nOtion of rational number is a concept
1

that

is too general to 6e asse'ssed by a single type of task. The fact

that subjects Are identified in the_study that Showed inconsiS-

tent success-across the variety of task situations involving the

number concept of fraation graphically supports hel.-. Only for

subjects who exhibited hLgh-performance on all thcee taski that .

where utilized, could one assdme that a'sgeneral, flexible concep-

tion og number size has been developed which can be expected to

apply to an eveo'broac4r iet of situations involving ratiOnal

numbers. 9

. From the observatidns made in this early evaluation stage of

the present study it appears that three knowledge structures are

essentisl for the developMent of a quantitatiye understanding of

rational number: Estimation, fraction equivalence, and rational-

number order. .It appears that these three knowledge structures

develop somewhat independently'but need to be coordinated fol.

N,

success with rational number situations. Levels of'development

seem to, exist including, for example, the latency of acaess of

relevant knowtedge in)an applidational situation.

(r
Further substantiation of these flrst zonclusions will be

provided upon fulf evaluation of the data that were acquired and

be presented in a forthcoming paper.

' 42
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